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1. SEM completed review of comments
   a) Updated Guidelines;
   b) Updated ITT Forms; and
   c) Drafted a new ITT for Visible Emissions; and
   d) Prepared responses

2. Draft 2 completed
   a) Internal Review Completed 4/12/18
   b) Draft 2 finalized
Round 2

Draft 2 of forms and Guidelines complete and released by April 13

a) SIPRAC email; and

a) Posted on the SIPRAC website
Comment Period – Round 2

• Comment Period Starts 4/13/18
• Comment Period Closes 5/10/18
• Final ITT Forms & Guidelines v2.0 6/14/18
Questions?

Please submit comments to:

Email: Cinda.Lautenschlegar@CT.gov

Subject Line: “New ITT Forms”

Thank you!